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Financial Cents Adds Integration with
Adobe eSignature
The integration allows Financial Cents users to e�ortlessly request, track, and
manage signatures directly from their Financial Cents dashboard

Isaac M. O'Bannon •  Nov. 10, 2023

Financial Cents, an accounting work�ow software provider, has added integration
with Adobe eSignature. This collaboration aims to streamline the way accounting
and bookkeeping �rms handle document signing, offering a seamless and ef�cient
work�ow that enhances productivity and improves client experience.

The integration allows Financial Cents users to effortlessly request, track, and
manage signatures directly from their Financial Cents dashboard, eliminating the
need for manual processes and time-consuming paperwork. With just a few clicks,
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accounting professionals can send signature requests to clients, enabling easy
collaboration and real-time tracking of the document’s progress.

One of the key advantages of the Financial Cents and Adobe eSignature integration is
the enhanced security and compliance it provides. Every signature obtained through
Adobe Sign is wrapped in layers of robust security, ensuring the con�dentiality and
integrity of the documents. Additionally, built-in compliance checks guarantee that
each signed document meets the industry’s stringent standards, providing peace of
mind to �rms and their clients.

“We are thrilled to partner with Adobe eSignature to offer our users a streamlined
and secure electronic signature solution,” said Shahram Zarshenas, CEO of Financial
Cents. “This integration aligns with our commitment to empowering accounting
and bookkeeping �rms with innovative technology that simpli�es their work�ow
and elevates their client experience.”

The Financial Cents and Adobe eSignature integration also brings added
convenience by centralizing all client communication and document collection in
one place. With the ability to send requests through Financial Cents, �rms can
effortlessly organize and access client information, reducing the risk of
miscommunications or missing important deadlines.

To learn more about the new integration and the bene�ts it offers to accounting and
bookkeeping �rms, visit the Financial Cents website at �nancial-
cents.com/�nancial-cents-adobe-sign-integration.

About Financial Cents: 
Financial Cents is a leading provider of accounting work�ow software, offering
comprehensive solutions to streamline operations and enhance client experience.
With a focus on simplifying work�ows, increasing ef�ciency, and driving growth,
Financial Cents empowers accounting and bookkeeping professionals to scale their
�rms and achieve their business goals.
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